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July 25, 2022 

 

AMT National Convention in Scottsdale, Arizona 7/18-7/22/2022 

 

 I attended AMT National Convention this year in Arizona and wow, I have to say 

is such a phenomenal experience for me.  I was there late from Sunday, 7/17 through 

Friday, 7/22/22.  I didn’t make it into the check in for Sunday, but on first day 7/18/22, I 

checked in at the desk and it was easy and quick process. Gather all my on-site 

program schedule and bylaws info booklets. Follow those schedules on the booklet.  I 

attended the Keynote Address by Dexter, is was amazing about his leadership journey.  

It was a lot going on in one day but managed to go to all and obtained a lot of 

information. I really enjoyed his talk very much, very inspirational. I love when he 

mentioned about not be afraid to take risks. Wow all that he did have to make the hard 

and unexpected decision during Corvid saved so many. So amazing!!!  

 In between of these other sessions, I also attended some general sessions in 

addition to the AMT Annual Business Meeting, Annual Reports and Legislative Reports, 

AMT Annual Business Meeting, AMT District Meetings and Receptions.  The more days 

I stayed, I learned more and more about more people, seeing familiar faces from before, 

people starting to recognize you is a nice thing. I was very exciting to be part of all of 

these and learn so much that the organization is doing.  Is so great to see all the 

changes to the bylaws that are made by the people or members of AMT.  So great to 

have seems so much changes for the better, even with the new check in process, new 

digital systems overall were so efficient.  I was wow at the end of all of these.  In all, I 

was able to get some time away from the convention and also enjoyed the pool and 
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explore beautiful Rocky Mountains of Arizona. Even though the heat was a bit extreme, 

is nice to be out and do small hikes.   

Finally, I want to thank Clara Boykin for introducing me to this great 

organizational from local state society level all the way to the national level.  Without 

your local society support of me, I would have never had gain this information and 

experiences.  Also, thanks to the organization and everyone involved for making this 

possible for me and everyone in supporting me emotionally and financially to be able to 

attend this education event.  I had so much support from Clara and everyone at the 

convention as well in their guidance and teaching.  I am so grateful and proud to be part 

of this great organization that continues to support its members to continue to learn and 

earn CEUs.  Overall was a great experience and I like to hopefully continue to gain 

more support and be able to attend more of our national meeting in the near future.  

Thank you, thank you, and thank you so much for this opportunity. 

 

 

Chai Xiong, RMA-AMT 


